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What is of extreme importance and makes one an actual Satanist, is to what extent one has deprogrammed from xianity, islam, and general abrahamism.

The roots in which the mentalities of the enemy can run into people, which have been drummed in nations, individuals, and souls for centuries, can be extremely deep. The poisonous tree of the teachings of the enemy have infested humanity, human minds, and life, for centuries.

There are people who are literally brainwashed at the deepest levels of the minds from the above.

A typical of this category is fools who say that "Christianity" is better than Islam. These types of brainwashed NPC's have not crossed the books side by side to see that actually, they are all the very same thing.

The whole difference between Islam and Christianity is that in Christianity, White Europeans and enlightened people of "Heathen" beliefs have fought more successfully Christianity for centuries, and spilled tons of blood to cast it aside. This has generated in the last centuries a 'breath' from Christianity for Europeans and other people, whom the enemy is trying to always bring back, or move forward to the antithetical end, so people get swindled back into it.

Islam rising in Europe is just the second card of the jews up their sleeve to return their eternal destruction back to authority.

Mass slaughter, mass censorship, burning people, stoning people and capital punishment, engaging in "Holy wars", complete war against any form of science or intellectual thinking, denial of life and existence, are all common subjects in both these jewish faiths. Both in their logical extreme only will destroy the planet and flatten humanity on the level of animals now and for all eternity if allowed to.

Any form of life under any condition is detested, opposed, and put on as a task of sinful criminality. The only 'life' that can exist, is what serves the jew in the alien hive, and only insofar it follows the 'rules' imposed by the jewish filth. Only cattle
can exist for the Jews and "Abrahamic authorities" in a state of perpetual servitude and slavery, with a yoke on the neck.

Christians are hypocritical, vicious, and above all, dumb creatures. You see many "Christians" complain about Pedophilia in "Islam", but they are all good with opening their "Brotherly arms for mankind" and accepting their sister religion into their midst, only to create grooming gangs later, as is usual in their loved regions of the "East" for a few centuries, thanks to Jews.

What their book says is to not "Judge". The ability of "Judgement" of these people is clearly lacking, same as the IQ. At least, as this book says, the poor in spirit which is "pnevma" in Greek or intelligence in plain slang, will enter 'heaven'.

The only complaint of "Christians" when millions and millions of people who will eventually extinct them in some sort of demographic apocalypse, that is fine, granted, these people are "Christians". "Good Christians" fill the boats thousands by thousands daily in what is basically an invasion. After all, "Everyone is Equal in the Eyes of The Lord".

They both belong and were concocted by Jewish sick and defiled mind. Jesus and Mohammed are both these archetypal Jewish communists, that carry the same hammer and sickle, use the same preaching, and cause the same internal and external damage into a civilization.

The roots of the Talmud, the Torah basis, and all the tenets, are transferred directly to both. Both, in all historical incidents that they had power, completely obliterated humanity and retracted back all sorts of development. 3000 years ago people knew the earth was round, but 1000 years earlier, the majority of people thought it was flat, simply because the Church said so.

The only difference here is the people upon which these plagues fell, and how people reacted differently to them, times and circumstances, and nothing else. Both these poisons have had the same Jewish aim, and that is to disable an once great people that were developed and advanced, and turn them into swine due to Jewish hatred and spite.

Now that Arabs have the chance to opt-out of this madness, they are doing it. It took them centuries to be able to finally have the option to move away. In the same position that Arabs are today, Europeans were for about 17 centuries.
Anything meaningful ever generated to this planet, aside people working in fields like cattle slaves, was created by what is fundamentally "Anti-Jewish" or "Anti-Abrahamic" values. This includes any meaningful material object, any civilization, and anything that makes life meaningful for humans, and makes us 'humans' in contrast to cattle.

Apparently, the ability to understand that if you have two bags of M&M's and Smarties, and understanding it's fundamentally and in every way, the same thing, is lacking in many people.

I will tell you what Islam and Christianity are: different smells, from the same Jewish pile of dung. As for those who want to sit and divide the smells, I guess, some people are born to live in Jewish filth, and there is nothing that can be done.

Then people who keep themselves at this level also make the million-dollar question: HOW DO THE JEWS RUN THE WHOLE PLANET? WHY DO THE JEWS OWN EVERYTHING? Ask the Christians as they divide Jewish filth. I DO NOT KNOW BUT I HATE THESE JEWS, answers another Muslim as they shower in the pile of cultural Jewish dung. I REALLY HATE THESE JEWS, says the Christian as he whines for his favorite Rabbi from the Levant, his "SAVIOR", his "GOD", his "PURPOSE" and everything else.

IQ at the level of donkeys here is an understatement.

Every time someone attacks their favorite Rabbi from the Levant or from the Middle East, the Jews and Muslims are ready to juke it out. Don't you dare touch their cultural excretions and clean these pigs from the swine, you heretic.

After all, this is where pigs are supposed to have their dwelling. Who are we or anyone else to say differently?
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